SAFETY EQUIPMENT LOCATION PLAN – 1ST FLOOR

LEGEND

FP – FIRE ALARM PULL BOX
FX – FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FH – FIRE HOSE CABINET
FK – FIRST AID KIT
AP – ASSISTANCE PHONE
ES – EMERGENCY SHOWER

Nicol Hall
Queen's University
SAFETY EQUIPMENT LOCATION PLAN – 3RD FLOOR

LEGEND

FP  – FIRE ALARM PULL BOX
FX  – FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FH  – FIRE HOSE CABINET
FK  – FIRST AID KIT
AP  – ASSISTANCE PHONE
ES  – EMERGENCY SHOWER
SAFETY EQUIPMENT LOCATION PLAN – 4TH FLOOR

LEGEND

FP — FIRE ALARM PULL BOX
FX — FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FH — FIRE HOSE CABINET
FK — FIRST AID KIT
AP — ASSISTANCE PHONE
ES — EMERGENCY SHOWER